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Executive Summary 

The ComEd Commitment 
Commonwealth Edison Company’s (“ComEd) 200&2010 Energy Efficiency and Demand 
Response Plan (“Plan’? represents a commitment by ComEd to enhance value for customers 
through iff implementation of a robust, innovative and flexible porffolio of demand-side 
solutions. These solutions will deliver immediate economic benetits to customers, reduce our 
customers’ and ComEd’s environmental impact and provide a platform for emergence of a 
smarter delivery network. The investments we will make will strengthen the economy of 
Northern Illinois by supporting the growth of a local energy effiiency delivery industry, 
increasing consumers’ disposable income and boosting the bottom lines of our business 
customers. 

Our commitment means that we will: 

0 Drive to be the best in the design and delivery of demand-side programs. 

Own responsibility for the outcome of this Plan. 

Actively work with our customers to make this Plan a success. 

a Design and implement demand-side programs attuned to how our customers approach 
energy efficiency investments. 

Continue to collaborate with our stakeholders to improve our Plan and its implementation. 

Enactment of Public Act 95-0481 created a new Section 12-103 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act, 
and, among other things, set forth new energy efficiency and demand response goals. Section 
12-103s goals vaulted Illinois into the toptier of states with respect to required investment in 
energy efficiency and, within four years, the levels of demand-side program investment and 
energy efficiency savings realized will place Illinois second to only California. By 201 1, ComEd 
is projected to be investing more in customer energy management than every utility in the 
country except for Pacific Gas 8, Electric and Southern California Edison. 

Spending levels are important only insofar as they translate into a net increase in customer 
benefits. Our commitment is to meet our statutory goals now and over the long run, and by 
doing so create substantial value for our customers. The estimated net beneft Over the l i t ime 
of the demand-side measures implemented under this Plan, including the Department of 
Commerce and Economic Opportunity‘s (%CEO? programs, is $155 million. Our statutory 
goals are shown in the following table. 
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Table 1. Statutory Portfollo Goals 

The Challenge 
Our immediate challenge is to develop a portfolio of programs that will meet the first three-year 
set of savings goals within the spending screen. Unlike the California utilities that have had over 
two decades of experience in energy efficiency program design, ComEd will achieve these 
levels of energy efficiency investment in less than one-quarter the time, beginning from a cold 
start. The practical challenges are obvious and include the follawing: 

Rapidly building a scalable program management and delivery infrastructure; 

Delivering programs efficiently so that we continue to meet our goals within the spending 
screen; 

Immediately engaging customers in a robust initiatie addressing the value inherent in their 
actiie management of energy use; 
Managing multiple risks associated with program performance; and 

Establishing an effecfve process for ongoing stakeholder participation and input. 

Working with DCEO. we have prepared a Plan that addresses these challenges. We have 
drawn upon our review of national energy efficiency best practices and the input of national 
energy efficiency experts. We also have met with stakeholders collectively four t i e s  over the 
past three months, and have briefed and solicited input from many of these stakeholders 
individually on the proposed composition of the portfolio. These stakeholders have included the 
Building Operators and Managers Association, Center for Neighborhood Technology, C i e n s  
Utility Board, City of Chicago, Environment Illinois. Environmental Law and Policy Center, Illinois 
Attorney General's Office, Illinois Commerce Commission Staff, Illinois Industrial Energy 
Consumers, Metropolitan Mayors Caucus, Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance and the Natural 
Resources Defense Council. Stakeholder recommendations have led to several significant 
improvements to the Pbn. 
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Our Objectives 
Our comrritmentgoes beyond satisfying statutoly requirements. Our Flan is intended to: 

matevalue fa customers thollgh a range ofcp~om for custcfnerenergy management. 

Madmize the capture d cost-effettve energy effciency. s u b j d  to spending screens. 

Lay a d i d  foun&2on fw demand-side management pogan-6 gang forward by investing in the 
program infrasbucture needed to suppart comprehemive and integrated approaches to energy 
efficiency and demand response. 

Develop a dverse portfdio of pagrams that minimhes pmffalio risk whle Meiing numerous energy 
efficiency opportunih acm all customer groups. 

Lay the grou- fa deman&side innovation in techndogy, pmc6ee and the integration of energy 
efficiency and demand response. 

Create easy pmgram enhy pdnts for OUT customers. 

Build customer amreness of energy management m o n s  and the relalionship belween energy use 
and environmental inpact. 

Summary of the Portfolio 
CornEd, in cooperation with a broad group of 
stakeholders, has developed a portfolio of 
energy efficiency and demand response 
programs designed to meet these statutory 
requirements and that is consistent with 
ComEd's commitment. The portfolio as a 
whole is cost-effective with a Total Resource 
Cost (7FC)  test benefkost ratio of 1.43. 
The portfolio is projected to meet annual 
energy reduction goals in each year of the 
implementation period while not exceeding the 
estimated spending screen. The portfolio also 
is designed to meet the statutory demand 
response goals within the spending screen. 

Section 12-103(e) requires that ComEd and 
W E 0  each implement a portion of the energy 
efkiency measures. ComEd must implement 
75% of the measures, and DCEO must 
implement 25% of the measures. ComEd and 
DCEO cakulated the split by comidering the 
nature of the programs and allocating the 
amount under the statutory spending screen to 
correspond with the statutory percentages. 
Moreover, 16% of the entire portfolio has been 
allocated to programs directed toward 

Defining Cost-Effectiveness 

P W i A c t W l  requiresthat,withthee~~~onoftow 
incume p-ogams. the prcgrams included in Me pOrttdi0 be 
mt-effethe as determined by the TOM Resource Cost test. 
The statute defines this test as fdlows: 

'Total Resource Cost tesr or 'TRC tesP means a stanctard that 
is met if, W a n  inrestment in energy eRciency or demand- 
response measures, the benefit-cost rah is geader than one. 
Thebenefkostraloistheratioofthenetpresentvdueofthe 
total benefits of the program to the net present d u e  d the total 
casts as calcllated over the lifetime of the measures. A to@ 
resarrcecosttestconpwes t h e s m o f a ~ ~  
uUMyco&, represenling the benafib that wne to the 
system and the parkipant in the delivery of those efficiency 
measures. to the sum ofall incrementd cats d &use 
measures that are inqiementeddue b theprogam (including 
both utdity and piadcipant contributions]. @us costs to 
administer. ddiw, and waluala each &mand-side pogam, to 
qwnw the net Mngs obtained bysukihtulng the demand. 
side Program for swy resources. In dculaling avoided costs 
of- and energy that an el& Wily wodd dher&e have 
had to acquire, reasonatla esSmates shay be induded of 
financial casklikely to be imposed by future regllations and 
Ib@ation on Wssions of greenhouse gases. {emphasis 
w. 
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municipalies and public schools, the funding for which is contained within the DCEO albcation. 
Finally, 6% of the entire portfolio is allocated to programs for low-income customers. Ths 
funding ako is contained within the DCEO share of the allocation. 

Figure 1 describes the proposed overall portfolio, including both the ComEd and DCEO 
portions. The portfolio is built around five broad Sdufhs programs, each of which contains 
several program elements intended to provide a dwerse range of energy efficiency options for 
all customer classes. These programs rest on several crosscutting initiatives designed as a 
foundation for market transformation. 

Figure 1. Portfolio Structure 
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Table 2 provides a more detailed look at the overall portfolio. 

Table 2. PoMolio Description 

Residential Solutions offers a wide range of options for residential customer energy 
management. The program is intended to offer customers multiple opportunities to 
participate in the energy efficiency and demand response services offered by ComEd. while 
at the same time promoting comprehensive actions that can create the most value for 
customers. An important objective of this program is to use customer education. training, 
and technology to build a foundation for what we believe is the eventual convergence of 
energy efficiency and demand response. During the first implementation cycle, we expect 
that most program elements will be technology-based and focused on relatively simple 
customer actions. Coupled with a strong consumer awareness and education effort. our 
objective is to transform initial technology-focused sewices into more comprehensive "whole 
home" solutions. The specific elements of the proposed Residential Solutions programs 
include the followhg: 
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o Residential Lighting. This program element will initially focus on buying down the cost 
of compact fluorescent light bulbs (“CFL”) at the retail level. The program will function 
very much like the seasonal CFL promotions that ComEd has successfully run in 2006 
and 2007 as part of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Chenge-e-Light 
campaign. It will also provide incentives for energy efficient residential fixtures such as 
table lamps and torchieres. Over time, this program element may be expanded to 
include residential appliances as well as lighting. 

o Appliance Recycling. This program element will offer incentives in the range of $25 to 
$50 to participants who turn in working, second refrigerators and freezers, as well as 
room air conditioners. The old appliances will be collected and recycled with the capture 
and destruction of ozone-depleting substances. 

o Residential Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (“HVAC’Y Diagnostics & 
Tune-Up. This program element will train HVAC technicians in proper refrigerant charge 
and airflow techniques, and will offer incentives to these technicians for application of 
these techniques. This program will take advantage of the in-home WAC technician 
visit to install air conditioner control switches or smart thermostats where appropriate. 

o Residential New HVAC with Quality Installation. This program element will offer 
incentives to either homeowners or HVAC dealers for the sale and proper installation of 
specific new central air conditioning systems. This program will take advantage of the in- 
home WAC technician visit to install air conditioner control switches or smart 
thermostats where possible. 

o Residential Advanced Lighting Package. This program element proposes to engage 
builders through a program providing training and incentives for installation of the 
ENERGY STAR Advanced Lighting Package in new homes. This point of entry will 
enable ComEd to promote broader adoption of ENERGY STAR new home standards. 
The program also will encourage installation of air conditioner control switches or smart 
thermostats. 

o Residential Multi-Family “All-Electric” Sweep. This program element engages 
contractors in the direct installation of electricity-saving measures in the residential units 
of all-electric multkfamily properties. Financial incentives will be paid to the contractors. 
Additional incentives will be offered for installation of qualifying common area efkiency 
measures. 

o Single-Family Home Performance. This program element will offer incentives for a 
comprehensive basket of electricity-saving measures targeted to owners of alkelectric 
homes. 

o Residential Demand Response - Nature First Program Expansion. This program 
element will achieve the demand respome goal of the Plan by increasing participation in 
the Nature First residential air conditioner direct load control program. 

Business Solutions offers a complementary set of energy management options to 
commercial and industrial (“CW) customers. A wide variety of individual technology or 
device incentives will be available, butthe objective of the program over fme is to move 
customers towards comprehensive ”whole building” solutions. Customers will be a h  to 
enter the program through any individual program element, although ComEd will encourage 
customers to use the building benchmarking services available through the program as a 
fwst step toward adoption of a whole building perspective on energy management. Specific 
program elements will include: 
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o Prescriptive Incentives. This program element will offer prescriptive incentives for 
common commercial and industrial efficiency measures such as improved lighting 
technologies, efficient commercial food service equipment, and premium effciency 
motors. Incentives will be fixed and paid on a per measure basis. 

o Custom Incentives. This program element will offer custom incentivesfor more 
complex measures, including industrial process improvements. Any measure that would 
improve a customer's electric energy efftciency will be eligible provided that it is cost- 
effective. Incentive levels will be project-specific based on prescribed calculations. 

o Retrocommissioning. This program element involves an assessment of building 
energy operating performance and improvements to that performance through proper 
use of energy systems controls and installation of measures such as ventilation and 
lighting controls. The program will underwrite a portion of retrocommissioning studies 
and actual improvements basd  on measured improvements. Building energy 
benchmarking will be a required element of this program. 

o New Construction. This program element will provide new construction design 
assistance and incentives to building designers, architects and building owners for 
surpassing the 2006 IECC standard for new construction practice by at least 10%. 

o SmaN Commercial C f L  htro Kit. This program element will provide small commercial 
customers with several free CFLs in response to a customer mail-in request. This 
program element is intended to draw small, hard-to-reach business customers into the 
broader solutions program by introducing them to CFL technology and providing 
educational and promotional materials that help them understand how to evaluate and 
participate in other energy efficiency and demand response program offerings. 

Educational / Awareness I Market Transformation Activities: In additin to the 
Residential and Business Solutions programs, ComEd plans to implement educational 
outreach initiatives to build and expand consumer energy management awareness. ComEd 
intends to leverage existing energy education venues and networks to maximize the public's 
exposure to these initiatives. ComEd will evaluate the following initiatives: 

o Develop, produce, and distribute energy efficiency tips and information about the energy 
efficiency and demand response portfolio through bill inserts. 

o Develop energy efficiency and demand response features and promote to media outlets 
for publication. 

o Approach local chambers of commerce, municipalities, and other civic organizations to 
distribute educational material promoting the benefh of improved energy management 
and to present to their constituents at meetings, through newsletters, and other joint 
venues. 

o Provide ComEd customer energy management booths at scheduled industry workshops, 
conferences, community energy fairs and trade shows such as Facilities Midwest, plant 
Engineering, and others. 

Operator CertRcation and encourage incorporating energy efficiency modules in other 
building operator training programs. 

o Continue to add to ComEd's comprehensive web-based customer energy management 
resources, including residential and small business online energy audits, educational 
material and "how to" demonstrational projects. 

o Support stand-alone energy management training programs such as the Building 
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o Partner with other local initiatives to strengthen the webbased presence of customer 
energy management education. Use reciprocating web-based links to disseminate such 
resources across initiatives. The Chicago Climate Action Plan would be an example of 
such reciprocity. 

To further promote market transformation related to energy efficiency. ComEd will also 
provide building energy consumption data needed for benchmarking and load profiling to 
building owners and, based on the level of consumer interest, may move toward automated 
data transfer for benchmarking and online market-specific benchmark tools. Program 
participants will be provided with the folbwing data upon request: 

Monthly whole building consumption data summaries will be provided to owners who are 
interested in using such benchmarking tools as the ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager. 
Building owners with tenant spaces will be able to receive aggregated consumption data 
for their entire building to enter into such benchmarking engines. The data will be 
stripped of any specific account number or tenant names to maintain privacy. 
Aggregation will be done on an address basis to satisfy the ENERGY STAR 
requirements of whole building consumption. 

Meter interval data will be available to those customers who are equipped with existing 
recorder type meters. This offering will not include any meter exchanges. The data will 
be provided to those who request it and who participate in ComEd's energy efficiency 
programs. Such data can be used to analyze consumption trends and load profiles. 
Identifying trends and bad profiles are useful in discovering energy saving opportunities 
and potential waste avoidance. 

ComEd expects that these programs will evolve over the implementation period. The early focus 
will be on simple incentives for basic measures such as residential and commercial lighting. 
Achieving statutory goals within the spending screens, particularly in the first year, requires that 
ComEd harvest savings very efficiently and inexpensively. In addition, ComEd must build an 
entire program delivery infrastructure. Attempting to launch too many program elements 
simultaneously would over-extend this infrastructure. However, meeting later year goals 
requires that we continue to add program elements and integrate the delivery infrastructure. Our 
ability to succeed in the second three-year implementation period depends on successfully 
launching some program elements during the first three years that will produce limited 
measurable savings through 2010. 

The Planning Process 
CornEd's portfolio was designed to satiify a set of specific investment objectives, and it 
developed its portfolio based on a comprehensive bottom-up analysis of energy efficiency 
measures, best practice program designs and best estimates of program and portfolio costs and 
participation based on a review of other utilities' experiences. The DCEO portion of the porffolio 
was developed by W E 0  using its own internal planning process, and CornEd's consultant, ICF 
International, calculated the TRC test results using data provided by DCEO. The planning 
process is illustrated in Figure 2. 

The key source of data for CornEd's analysis of energy efficiency measures was the Database 
of Energy Effikncy Resources CDEER? maintained by the California Energy Commission. 
This database is recognired as the most comprehensive and consistent database of wch 
measures and is regularly updated. Energy efficincy measure savings and costs for measures 
not affected by local climate were taken in most cases directly from thii databeso. The savings 
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associated with many measures, however, are affected by local climate and are therefore 
weattw-sensitive. For example, the savings associated with an effkient central air conditioner 
or building insulation are directly related to the number of cooling and heating degree-days 
experienced in a particular area. The savings associated with these measures were estimated 
using the DOE-2 building energy simulation model. ' 

Figure 2 Energy Efficiency Analysis 

t \ 

I J 

Almost 2,000 measures'were assessed for cost-effectiveness using the Illinois TRC test, which 
compares the incremental costs of efficiency measures with the utility's avoided costs. Avoided 
costs represent the market price of energy and capacity. including an assumed cost of carbon 
legislation compliance. which would be avoided by implementation of energy efficiency 
programs. Measures passing this cost-effectiveness test were then bundled into programs, and 
incentive. program implementation and marketing costs were estimated based on similar 
programs implemented by other utilities. Participation rates for each program were estimated 
based in part on other utility program experience and on ComEd's assessment of reasonable 
levels of participation given the composition of its market. 

7 The DOE-2 modsl WBS dsvalcpd mth fundng from Ihe U S Deprlment of Energy rDOFJ bul m IS avalatle i n  the pltiic 
danain ICF Internalanal has develaped a custom@ propnetaryvason of the mdd that enalies mpd amdabon of 
mulbple paramelm scenancs The model simllates houdy buldng energy Imds and the parfumance of bddng system as 
a funcbon of the average tenpwatue and hurmhfy in a gNan locabon and user-?+mfkd buldng cheractsnshcs fa emelope 
heabngkcdig e q u p n t  andlighbng and pl yllmads Conpanng Me houlfy energy amsunpbon ofa W i n e  h i d ~  nnlh 
the same buldng mdfied by tha addtlon of an energy Miaeney measure, ydds the inaementij energ mngs m a t e d  
mM the masure, mdudng any interactwe effects 
Eachbmealeehndogywesevduatednnthina~~tbulbnglype,itwascountedasameasun, Fama@e,each 
specr6clighbngtechndogywasPrduatedfora ~mberdbul~ng~becausetxlchtypewlldhsveunquehwsd 
~cn,wtherecouldbedfferentinleracbveeffeetsbe~nlighbngandMlACloadiin Mwent t%mgs 
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The product of per unit measure savings and the number of measures adopted (governed by 
the program participation rates) is an estimate of annual gross savings. These savings must be 
adjusted to reflect two phenomena: 

Free Riders. Some customers who participate in a program (i.8.. receive incentivesfor 
participation). would have installed the measures for which they received the incentives 
even in the absence of the program. These customers are known as "free riders" and the 
savings that result from their actions must be subtracted from gross savings. 

Spillover. Some customers are influenced to install measures for which program 
incentives are available, but do not take advantage of such incentives. This is known as 
the "spillover" effect. A combination of program advertising, changes in the product mix 
of retailers and trade allies as a result of programs, and word-of-mouth can lead to 
customers investing in energy efficiency without being prompted by program incentives. 
Savings associated with the spillover effect should be added to gross savings. 

The combined effect of these two phenomena is reflected in what is called a "net-togross" 
CNTG'') ratio - a factor that is applied to an estimate of gross savings to derive the net level of 
savings that can be attributed to a program. Our analysis of program cost-effectiveness is based 
on net program savings estimated using NTG ratios included in the California Public Utilities 
Commission Energy Efficiency Policy Manual, supplemented with values from the DEER 
database. The NTG ratios included in DEER are based on over a decade of evaluated program 
impacts, and are the most consistent set of such data available. 

Once program data were compiled, each program was screened for cost-effectiveness using 
the Illinois TRC test. Only those programs passing the TRC test at this stage were included in 
the final portfolio. 

The programs developed by DCEO also were screened by ICF using the TRC test based on 
data provided by DCEO. All programs not directed to low-income customers were required to 
pass the TRC test before being included in the final portfolio. By statute, programs targeted at 
low-income customers were not required to be cost-effective. and several such programs are 
included in the DCEO portfolio. 

The two portfolios were then combined. The scales of proposed ComEd programs were 
adjusted to accommodate the DCEO projected savings and costs, such that the combined 
portfolio met the annual goals within the spending screens. Finally, por t fo l i ide costs 
associated with portfolio planning and administration, evaluation, awareness building, and 
educatiin and training not associated with a specific program were added. The entire portfolio, 
including low-income programs, was then screened for cost-effectiveness. 

Implementing the Plan 
Best practice portfolio and program design, while important. does not deliver energy savings. 
Meeting our goals requires effectiie and efficient portfoli and program implementation and 
management. ComEds proposed implementation and management strategies have the 
following elements: 

€xpetimxdimplementers. ComEd will use experienced implementation contractors to 
manage field implementation of most programs. The% contractors, to be selected via 
competitive solicitations, will have responsibility for supporting ComEd's final detailed 
program design and development of detailed implementation plans. As appropriate given 
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the scale and type of program, ComEd will consider using performance-based contracts 
to ensure that implementers share performance risk. 

Effect iw use of trade allies. Both the Residential and Business Solutions programs will 
rely to a great extent on trade allies - for example, WAC contractors. lighting 
contractors and architects - to bring customers to the programs. These allies typically 
have established customer relationships and otherwise are motivated to identify and 
bring projects to the programs. Key implementation tasks in all program elements will be 
recruiting trade allies, providing necessary program training and working with trade allies 
to drive program participation. 

Leveraging existing program deliveiy structures in our servke tertikny. ComEd will 
evaluate any potential synergies between existing programs (such as those run by 
DCEO or other State agencies) and our proposed programs to increase the participation 
and cost-effectiveness of the ComEd portfolio. 

9 DetaMp-nce tracking. ComEd will acquire a tracking system supporting real- 
time remote data entry and reporting for all key elements of every program element. 
Data will be tracked at the customer, project and measure level, and will include 
measures installed, estimated savings, and project costs for multiple stages in a project 
cycle. The system will be designed to deliver management reports showing delivered 
savings and associated costs, the savings within the pipeline, project cycle time, project 
completion rate and projected savings based on the pipeline, completion rate and cycle 
time. These reports will enable ComEd to closely monitor performance abng a number 
of dimensions, quickly identifying performance issues and making adjustments as 
warranted. 

Ongohg management review. ComEd will develop a set of program performance 
metrics against which ongoing performance will be measured. These metrics will include 
realiied savings per quarter, project pipeline, delivered project cost. cost versus budget 
and participation rates. The metrics will include triggers for detailed program review. For 
example. if the ratio of actual to goal savings for two quarters falls below 85%. a detailed 
review of program performance could be triggered. 

Quarter& sfakeW&rco//aborative meetings. ComEd will participate in quarterly 
stakeholder collaborative meetings to discuss results and solicit input on program 
activities. 

SemCannua/prrgram revWs with contractors. ComEd will meet with all contractors at 
least twice yearly to review progress, plan for the next six months, and make any 
adjustments to implementation plans that might be required based on performance. 

Continuous pomdio planning. Using information from the tracking system, ongoing 
program evaluations. market assessments and stakeholder input, ComEd will 
continuously monitor program performance, update its estimates of the contributions to 
goal from individual program elements, evaluate emerging technologies (as funding 
permits), adjust incentive levels and add or eliminate program elements. 

Fkxibility nD mansge 00 @x/. The possibility that some programs will over-delier and 
others will lag, creates the need for flexibility to reallocate resourn to support strong 
program elements, strengthen key elements that might be underperformirig, and 
discontinue and add program elements within approved programs as experience is 
gained in the market. 

- 
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0 Close coordinalion with DCEO. Although DCEO’s achievement of the savings goals 
associated with its portfolio does not affect whether or not ComEd meets its savings 
goals, the DCEO programs will target key ComEd customers, and collaboration in 
program delivery is essential to minimize customer confusion and maximize impact. The 
collective goal of both ComEd and DCEO is to ensure that customers receive services 
and that seams between the programs are minimized. 

Semi-annualmpcffing to the Commission andstakehbrs.  Gwen the rapid pace of 
program implementation required to achieve goals, ComEd believes that it is important 
to keep the Illinois Commerce Commission (YCC” or “Commission”) and stakeholders 
informed of implementation activjty. We propose to provide a semi-annual report to the 
Commission and stakeholders describing actiiifies over the preceding sh-month period, 
including estimated savings. 

The Value of Collaboration 
ComEds objectives can only partly be satisfied through effective implementation of this Pian. 
Our success over the next three years and over the long run requires inputfrom, and the 
expertise of, stakeholders. This. in turn, requires that the planning process not conclude with 
this filing. We are committed to planning, implementation and evaluation processes that are 
transparent to all stakeholders. Toward that end, ComEd proposes to work with stakeholders to 
fashion a collaborative process intended to provide input to ComEd regarding program design, 
implementation and evaluation. While ComEd must retain final responsibility for its Plan and its 
implementation, we have benefited greatly from the stakeholder process over the past several 
months and look forward to continuing to work with parties through a structured collaborative 
process. 

Evaluation Strategy 
By statute, ComEd must retain an evaluation contractor to provide an annual independent 
evaluation of portfolio savings. In light of the statutory energy reduction goals, the evaluation 
process is of vital interest to ComEd. Two aspects of the evaluation process. however, are of 
particular concern. First, the maximum amount of funding for evaluation is capped at 3% ofthe 
total budget. This level of spending, in relative terms, is at the low end of those evaluation 
processes that we have reviewed and, we b e l i e ,  effectively precludes an evaluator from 
developing independent estimates of measure and program savings of every program based on 
direct measurement. In some cases, very lime measured data are available that match the 
specik measures included in CornEd‘s program elements and are representative of ComEd’s 
local climate. For certain measures that will be encountered in such program elements such as 
Custom lncent is  and Retrocommissioning, existing references such as DEER will not be 
useful and the evaluator may need to evaluate a large number of specific projects. Inevitably. 
the evaluator will need to rely to some extent on other evaluation studiis for the values of key 
savings estimates such as gross savings for some set of measures. In addition. the funding 
levels most likely will limit the sample sizes used to estimate program savings and preclude a 
substantial process evaluation. 

Second, an evaluation process by definition introduces risk because it is not possible to know if 
program goak have been achieved until some time after the program concludes and the 
evaluation is complete. This is known as evaluation lag. Although certain program rkks can be 
assessed in close to real-time, the likelihood that an evaluator will determine that portfolio 
savings will fall below. meet or exceed goals cannot be assessed. ComEd is responsible for 
prudent management of the portfolio to ensure that programs produce the required level of 
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savings based on sound assumptions regarding net measure savings. However, it has no 
control over what adjustments an evaluator might make to determine net savings. In the case of 
those measures accounting for large shares of portfolio savings, an evaluator‘s conclusion that 
the values used by ComEd are not appropriate could swing the portfolio from exceeding its goal 
to missing it. Given the inherent time lag in completing evaluations, it is unlikely that ComEd will 
have the evaluator’s opinion regarding realized net savings until well after the three-year 
implementation period has ended and any corrective action could be taken to address any 
possible shortfalls. 

The combination of these two factors subjects ComEd to considerable risk that extends beyond 
ComEd to its implementation partners, trade allies and customers. Successful programs require 
implementation stability. Time is required to build infrastructure and customer awareness. Trade 
allies depend on stability because their work with customers may take more than one program 
year to bear fruit. Sudden sh& in program design to accommodate evaluation findings will 
affect this infrastructure, make customer and trade ally planning dKiuit, and undermine 
program credibility. Good program design can prospectively workto minimize program free 
riders, for example, but ComEd will not actually know the evaluator‘s estimate of free riders until 
the implementation period is over. 

The evaluation process that we propose is designed to help mitigate the risks beyond ComEds 
control, while ensuring an open and independent evaluation process. The key steps in the 
process include: 

Development of a request-for-proposals (“RFP”) for evaluation services upon 
Commission approval of the Plan, and selection of the evaluator as soon as possible, 

Certain measure savings values for common measures and NTG ratio values are 
“deemed” appropriate by the Commission for use in evaluating ComEds portfolio 
performance. 

Any changes in the deemed values that the evaluator believes are appropriate should 
only be applid prospectively to subsequent years of CornEd’s Plan. For example, if the 
evaluator determines that the NTG ratio for a program should be changed, that change 
should be applied only to savings booked in subsequent Plan years and not to adjust 
savings booked to that point or otherwise booked in the current year. 

In calculating the ratio of net program savings to gross program savings, the evaluator 
shall consider both free rider and spillover effects. 

0 Preparation of semi-annual evaluation status reports by the evaluator. 

Whin the broader collaborative effort ComEd proposes, stakeholder participation in the 
following: 

The development of the scope of work included in the sok i t ion  of evaluation 

The review of evaluation proposals. 

The development of evaluation protocols that address the schedule for evaluations. 
the contents of evaluation reports, and the appropriate methods to be applied to 
evaluation of different types of program elements. 

The review of semi-annual reports prepared by the evaluator. 

SeNkeS. 
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Funds spent on market assessment studies to better understand baseline market 
conditions, consumer preferences, market effects of programs, and market actor 
behavior (e.g., training practices of WAC contractors) are not considered evaluation 
funds for purposes of the 3% evaluation cap. 

The Challenge of Understanding and Managing Program and 
Portfolio Risk 
Evaluation risk is only one of several types of risk that must be accounted for in portfolio design 
and management. In addition, planning must account for the following: 

Performance r isk The risk that, due to design or implementation flaws, the program 
does not deliver expected savings. This risk is common to all program types. 

Technology risk. The risk that technologies targeted by a program fail to deliver the 
savings expected. This risk is greater for programs that target emerging technologies or 
individual technologies. 

Market risk. The risk that, either because of a poor economic climate or the availabillty 
of better investments, customers choose not to participate in a program. 

Unlike evaluation risk, these three risks can be better managed fonvard by the u t i l i  in real- 
time. As information is collected with respect to program performance, adjustments can be 
made to portfolio and program element design and implementation to move away from the risks 
or correct design or implementation flaws. 

ComEd has gone beyond simpiy acknowledging these risks, and has prepared a formal analysis 
of the impacts of uncertainty on its portfolio (described in Appendix A). SpeciRcally, we assigned 
subjective probabilities to certain key assumptions regarding technology performance, 
participation and program NTG ratios, and then simulated the impacts on ComEds ability to 
achieve its savings goals using Monte Carlo analysis. Recognizing that this initial risk analysis 
was based on subjective probabilities rather than empirical data, the results of the analysis 
showed that the portfolio is most at risk from the evaluator concluding that the NTG ratio is 
different than was assumed when preparing the Plan. However, the combined effect of 
performance and market risk (represented by the ratio of actual gross savings to planned gross 
savings) also has a major impact. 

ComEd has made several adjustments to its portfolio to better manage these risks: 

We have reduced the planned contribution from residential lighting measures (the single 
largest contributor to program savings). This action is consistent with recommendations 
from stakeholders, and reduces our exposure to performance and evaluation risk with 
this single measure. However, given the challenges of program rampup and the 
aggressive goals, the portfolio cannot achieve its goak and stay under the spending 
screen without a significant contribution from this technology. 

We have built the portfolio around program elements that, for the most part, can be 
ramped up or down quickly as necessary based on performance. 

We are making an investment in program elements such as commercial new 
construction that cannot be expected to generate significant savings in the first three 
years, but that will significantly enhance technology and program diversity in the 
subsequent Plan. 
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We have used program designs that we believe reflect best practice and offer us the 
best opportunity to achieve expected savings. 

Essential to this risk management strategy is retaining suff~cientflexibili to reallocate funds 
across program elements. including the ability to modify, add or discontinue program 
elementswithin approved programs as dictated by additional market research and actual 
implementation experience. At the same time, we recognize the importance of having 
stakeholder participation in this process of review and, as necessary, modification. 

Specifically. we propose that the following matters would be discussed with the stakeholder 
group: 

Reallocating funds among program elements within the Residential and Business 
Solutions programs (excluding those elements managed by DCEO) to ensure CornEd's 
abilty to achieve its goals, where the change in budget for any specific program element 
is greater than 20%. 

Discontinuing approved program elements within the Residential and Business Solutions 
programs. 

0 Adding new program elements within the Residential and Business Solutions programs, 
as long as those elements pass the TRC test. 

Dismissing CornEd's evaluation contractor under the terms of the contracts signed with 
that contractor, and hirmg a new contractor. 

The proposed portfolio represents CamEd's initial effort to design a cost-effective mix of 
programs with a high probability of success. Following Commission approval ofthe Plan, 
ComEd will devebp detailed final program designs and implementation plans. This process will 
include further discussions with stakeholders, customer groups, and trade allies. Continuing 
market research will also influence ongoing Plan direction. Based on the information compiled 
through this process, these initial program designs most likely will be refined to strengthen the 
program offerings. 
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1, Introduction 
1.1. Defining the Goal 
On August 28,2007, Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich signed into law Public Act 95-0481 
rP.A. 95-04817 which created a new Section 12-103 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act. Section 
12-1 03 requires that Illinois utilities subject to its provisions implement energy efficiency and 
demand response programs to meet some of the most aggressive energy reduction goals set 
forth for electric utilities in the country. Achievement of the annual goak. however, is subject to 
an annual statutory spending screen. Table 3 summarizes these goals and the spending 
screen. 

Table 3. Legislative Goals 

ddivered 0.2% 0.4% 0.6% 0.8% 1.0% 1.4% 1.8% 2.0% 

Demand Rerponre: %of 
prior year digitie ret4 

Spendng Scrwn: 0.5% 1.0% 1.5% 20% 2.015% 2.015% 2.015% 2.015% 
Maximum increase in ‘per 
Wh rale’ 

peak dsmand 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 

The annual energy efficiency goak are defined by the statute as incremental annual energy 
savings and are calculated as a fraction of each year’s total annual energy deliveries. For 
example, the incremental 0.4% reduction required in 2009 is applied to a level of energy 
delivery that already incorporates the required 0.2% reduction from 2008. 

Based on Commonwealth Edison Company’s (“ComEd~ estimated sales, eligible retail 
customer peak demand and distribution revenues, these goals cornspond to the amounts 
shown in Table 4 for the first three years. 

Table 4. Three-Year Estimated Incremental Energy Efficiency Goals 

I I .  

MWrl Goal (Energy Eficiency) 188.729 393.691 584,077 

MW Goal (Demand Response) 11 7 11 1 10 0 

Spendng Screen Rqecbon ($M) $394 81 6 126 7 

Esbmated charga to Rerovar 5oooo4 8rn 8 MI3 
costs w&n Spendrg Screen 
( m h )  
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The statute also directs that ComEd and the Department of Commerce and Economic 
Opportunity (“WE07 each implement a portion of the energy efficiency measures approved by 
the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC” or ’Commission+’) as part of the utilily’s Energy 
Efficiency and Demand Response Plan (“Plan”). ComEd must implement 75% of the measures, 
and DCEO must implement 25% of the measures. ComEd and DCEO calculated the split by 
considering the nature of the programs and allocating the amount under the statutory spending 
Screen to correspond with the statutory percentages. In add*on, the statute directs that a 
minimum of 10% of the portfolio be procured from units of local government, municipal 
corporations, School districts and community college districts, and that DCEO shall coordinate 
this procurement. Finally, the statute directs ComEd to coordinate wkh DCEO and the 
Department of Healthcare and Family Services to present a portfolio of energy efficiency 
measures targeted to households at or below 150% of the poverty level at a level proportionate 
to those households’ share of total annual u t i l i  revenues in Illinois. ComEd and DCEO agreed 
that DCEO currently administers a number of programstargeted at low-income customers and 
would assume responsibility to expand its support for these programs to accomplish the 
statutoly requirement. Table 5 shows the proposed allocation of funding and MWH savings 
between ComEd and DCEO. for programs directed at municipalities, school districts and 
community college districts, and low-income customers. 

Table 5. MWH and Budget Allocations 

1.2. The ComEd Commitment 
This Plan represents a commibnent by ComEd to enhance value for customers through its 
implementation of a robust, innovative and flexible portfolio of demand-side solutions. These 
solutions will deliver immediate economic beneiits to customers, reduce our customers’ and 
ComEd’s environmental impact and provide a platform for emergence of a smarter deliily 
network. The investments we will make will strengthen the economy of Northern Illinois by 
supporting the growth of a local energy efficiency delivery industry, increasing consumers’ 
disposal income and boosting the bottom lines of our business customers. 

Our commitment means that we will: 

Drive to be the best in the design and delivery of demand-side programs. 
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Own responsibility for the outcome of this Plan. 

Actively work with our customers to make this Plan a success. 
Design and implement demand-side programs attuned to how our customers approach 
energy effziency investments. 

Continue to collaborate wlh our stakeholders to improve our Plan and its 
implementation. 

Enactment of P.A. 954481 vaulted Illinois into the toptier of states wlh respect to investment in 
energy efficiency. Within four yean, the level of investment in and hatvest of energy efficiency 
savings will place Illinois second to only California. By 201 1, ComEd is projected to be investing 
more in customer energy management than every utility in the country except for Pacific Gas 8 
Electric and Southern California Edison. 

Our commitment is to meet these goals now and over the long run, and by doing so create 
substantial value for our customers, Our immediate challenge is to develop a portfolio of 
programs that will meet the first three-year set of savings goak within the spending screens as 
shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. Statutory Goals and Spending Screen 

1.3. The Challenge 
Our immediate challenge is to develop a portfolio of programs that will meet the first three-year 
set of savings goals within the spending screens. Unlike the California utilies that have had 
over two decades of experience in energy effliency program design, ComEd will achieve these 
levels of energy efficiency investment in one-quarter the time, beginning from a cold start. The 
practical challenges are obvious and include the following: 

Rapidly building a scalable program management and deliively infrastructure; 

Delivering programs efficiently so that we continue to meet our goals within the spending 
screens; 

Immediately engaging customers in a robust initiative addressing the value inherent in their 
a c t i  management of energy use; 

Managing multiple risks associated with program performance; and 
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- Establishing an effective process for ongoing stakeholder participation and input. 

Working with DCEO, we have prepared a Plan that addresses these challenges. We have 
drawn upon our review of national energy efkiency best practices and the input of national 
energy effiiency experts. We also have met with stakeholders collectively four t i e s  over the 
past three months, and have briefed and solicited input from many of these stakeholders 
individually on the proposed composition of the portfolio. Stakeholder recommendations have 
led to several significant improvements to the Plan. 

Our Objectives 
3ur m m m e n t  goes beyond satlsfymg statutory requirements Our oan IS intended to 

Create value for customers through a range of options for customer enefgy management. 

Maximize the capture of cost-effedive energy effiaenq: subject to spending screens. 

Lay a solid foundation for enefgy eficiemy programs going forward by investing in the 
program infrastructure needed to suppart comprehensive and intqated apfoaches to 
energy efficiency and demand response. 

Develop a diverse putfolio of progams that miniimizes pornolio risk Mile offering 
numerous energy efficiency opportunities across all custaner groups 

Lay the grounfhrk for demand-side innovation in technology, practice and the integration 
of energy efficiency and demand rwponse. 

Create easy program entry points for our custwnars. 
Build customer awaeness of e n q y  management oplions and the relationship between 
energy use and environmental impad. 

To meet the statutory goals and CornEd’s objectives, the Plan must not only provide a clear 
guide to action over three years, but also must lay the foundation for longer-term success. Our 
Plan includes investments in programs that will not make a substantial contribution to our goals 
in the first three years, but without which we will not be able to make our goak in years four, five 
and sk. More important. without these investments we will not be able to achieve our goal of 
delivering comprehensive sets of integrated energy management services. These investments 
are ako consistent with input from stakeholders. who commented that the statutory goals and 
cost recovery create the opportunity to begin a more fundamental transformation of the market 
for energy service in Northern Illinois and the State toward energy efficiency. Th$ 
transformation begins by creating an environment in which parties can work together to identify 
the best path forward. 
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1.4. The Planning Process 

A Commitment to Ongoing Collaboration 

Section 12-103 is the product of many stakeholders’ work, and these stakeholders have an 
ongoing interest in how we fulfill our commitment. We have sought stakeholder input as we 
developed this Plan, we have incorporated this input, and we will continue to work with them 
in what will be a continual process of improvement. ComEd envisions an ongoing 
Stakeholder Collaborative that will meet quarterly to discuss progress. 

1.4.1. The Analysis Process 

The portfolio proposed by CornEd is the product of a multi-stage analysis process intended to 
gather and process the information required to determine program and portfolio cost- 
effectiveness as defined by Illinois statute. ICF International was retained to provide support for 
the analysis. ComEd‘s portfolio was designed to satisfy a set of specific investment objectives 
based on a comprehensive bottom-up analysis of energy efficiency measures, best practice 
program designs and best estimates of program and pottfolio costs and participation based on a 
review of other utilities’ experience. The DCEO portion of the portfolio was developed by DCEO 
using its own internal planning process and ICF International calculated the Total Resource 
Cost (“TRC‘? test results using data provided by DCEO. The planning process is illustrated in 
Figure 3. This process is summarized below and is described in greater detail in Appendix A. 
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Figure 3. Demand-Slde Analysis Process 

t \ 

Cost-Effediveness Defined 
The analytical process was defined generally by Section 12-103, which requires that each utility 
demonstrate that its overall portfolio of energy efficiency and demand response measures, not 
including programs for low-income customers, is cost-effective using the TRC test and 
represents a diverse cross-section of opportunities for customers of all rate classes to 
participate in the programs. 

The statute defines the TRC test as follows: 

"Total resource cost test" or "TRC test" means a standmi that is me4 if, for an investment in 
energy efiiency or demand-response measures, the beridt-cost ratio is greater than one. The 
beneft-cost ratio is the ratio of the net present value of the total bemt7fs of the program to the 
net present value of the total costs as cakculated o w  the Wme d the measurn. A total 
re-e cast twt compares the sum of avoided ekctric utility costs, mpresenfing the beneffts 
that accrue io the system and the parfkipanf in the &limy of those efkiency measures. io the 
sum of all incremental costs of end-use measures that are impkmnted due to the m r a m  
(including both utility and participant contributions), plus costs to edniniskq d a h ,  and 
evaluate each demend-side program, to quantify the net savings obtained by substituting the 
demandside program for supply resources. In cakulating avoided costs of- and energy 
that an ekctric utility MUM otherwise ham had to acquire, reasonable estimates shew be 
included of f incia1 costs likely to be imposed by f h r e  ragulations and Eegisfation on 
emissims of greenhouse gases. 
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The TRC test was originally developed by the Calfomia Public Utilities Commission (TPUC? 
and is defined by the California Standard Practice Manual. The test was designed by the CPUC 
to account for all costs and benefb reasonably expected to accrue as the result of the 
implementation of a demand-side program. The general form of the TRC test as defined by the 
CPUC is as follows: 

l R C  = BenefitsICosts 

UAC, +TC, lL4C, +PAC, 
+; (l+d)'-' 

BTRC = 
1=1 (1+ d)'-' 

PRC, + PCXC +UK. 
CTRC = 

c=, (1 + 

Where: 

BTRC = Benefits of the program 
CTRC = Costs of the program 
UAG = utili avoided supply costs in year t 
UlC, = utility increased supp4y costs in year t 
ERG = Program Administrator (Utldy) program msts in year t 
PAC, = Participant avoided costs in year t for altercate fuel devices (wsts of devices not 
chosen) 

UACl = Utility avoided supply costs for the alternate fuel in year t 
TC, = Tax Credits 

PCN, = Net Participant Costs in year t 
The second term in the benefits equation represents the nonelectric savings that might result 
from the implementation of a program designed primarily to save electricity. For example. UAC, 
could represent the natural gas savings that would be realized in a home as the result of 
implementing energy efficiency measures intended to reduce the home's cooling load. A 
common energy efficiency measure is the sealing of a home's heating and cooling ducts to 
reduce losses. While an electric utility woukl be interested in this measure as a way to reduce 
air conditioning consumption (fewer losses means a central air conditioner needs to run less, 
thereby using less electricity), the measure also would reduce heating losses during the winter, 
thus saving gas as well. 

When these other fuel savings are included in the TRC test, the net result typically is that 
energy efficiency measures that affect a building's heatinglcooling load are more cost-effective. 
In some cases, measures that would not be cost-effective when considering only electric or only 
gas savings, become cost-effective when both sets of savings are considered. 
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The Illinois version of the TRC test, by explicitly stating that benefes are determined by avoided 
electric utility costs, implies that any other fuel savings cannot be considered. The equation for 
the Illinois test, therefore, is: 

PRC, + PCN? + Urc; cmc = c 
*=I (1 + d)t4 

This language has been interpreted to mean that gas savings associated with electricity-saving 
measures cannot be considered in calculating cost-effectiveness in Illinois. Therefore, a 
number of otherwise cost-effective energy efficiency measures are no longer cost-effective. 
The net result is that several of our proposed programs are less comprehensive than woukl be 
the case if the more expansive form of the TRC test was applied. 

Overview of the Analysis 
The key source of data for the analysis of energy efficiency measures was the Database of 
Energy Efficiency Resources CDEER”) maintained by the California Energy Commission. This 
database is recognized as the most comprehensive and consistent database of such measures 
and regularly updated. Energy efficiency measure savings and costs for measures not affected 
by local climate were taken in most cases directly from this databese. The savings associated 
with many measures, however, are affected by local climate. For example, the savings 
associated with an efficient central air conditioner or building insulation are directty related to the 
number of cooling and heating degree-days experienced in a particular area. The savings 
associated with these measures were estimated using the DOE4 building energy simulation 
model. ’ 
Almost 2,OOO measures4 were assessed for Cost-effectiveness using a simplified version of the 
Illinois TRC test that compares the incremental costs of efficiency measures with the utility 
avoided cost. Avoided costs were provided by the Northbridge Group, and represent the market 
price of power, including an assumed cost of carbon, that would be avoided by implementation 
of energy effffiiency programs. Table 7 and Tabk 8 show the aggregate results of the measure 
screening. 

3 TheDOE-2modelwasdevelopedvrithhrndingfromtheU.S. Deparhwntof EnersyrDOFJbut nowisavalatlein thepuidic 
domain. ICF lnternalional has developed a customized poprietaryversion ofthe moM that maties rapid simdation d 
mlrlple polramebic scenariw. The m W  sirnllales houly bddng energy loads and the pectwmance d bddng system as 
a funelion of the average tempratwe and humidity in a g w n  localion and user-specified bllldng chmct.Wlics fa enueicp, 
heafing/roding equpmentand lighling and @ug loads. Comparing the houdy energy c m u q h  ofa baseline buldng with 
the same bldldng modified ty the addtion of an energy efficiency measure. yields the incremental energy sabings m a t e d  
vrith the measure, indudng any interactive effects. 

bl i ldinglnwsforavarietyof~er~twattag~.  
4 Thisnunberindudescertain measlr~,suchascargactluaescenllight~bs, thatareanalyzedina~rielyofbff~ent 
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Table 7. Measure Screening Results 

Table 8. Types of Measures Passing Measure Screening 

CompaclfluorescenrLgnlBlrbs T12to TBlinearluuescenllarnps CompressedAv lnprovemenb 
(screwins) and T d e  amps (vanous cMtkn&ons) (contrds. opbmbon. VSD 
Energy Star Dishwashers 
Second refngeralo~ ard freezer pck-up 
and recycling 
Cenbal AC Relngerant Charge 
Domesbc Hot Water Wrap 
New Room AC 
NewCanbal ACSEERlJSEER14 
Hol Water Rpe lnsulatm 
Lw-flow Shaverheats 
Abranced bghbng Package for NBW 
Consbucbon 

Compact fluorescent Law 
I=ew4Kl 
LED Eat 9gw 
LED Traffic and Pedeshan Signals 
Computer P m w  Management 
Vanatle Spead Drives and 
Temperature Contml fa CWled 
Water and Hot Water Loops 
Ar Hander Ccd Cleaning 
New Packaged As Conclboning 
Units 
Effiwent C M l m  
Vamtle ArVdume Rebdils 
Commercial Refrigeration Conbds 
and Equipment Upsrades 
New Consbucbon 

insldlabons) 

Fan inprwements 

Pump lmpmments 

Pmess Heabng 

Refngefabon 

Machine Owe 

Ti2 toT8linwrluaescentlamps 
(vanous canbnabons] 

Vanous Sector-Speeific Rocess 
ImpCarementS 

Certain measures passing this cost-effectiveness screen were then bundled into program 
elements, and incentive, program implementation and marketing costs were estimated based on 
similar programs implemented by other utilities. Participation rates for each program were 
estimated based in part on other utilities’ program experience and on ComEds assessment of 
reasonable levels of participation given the composition of its market. 

The product of per unit measure savings and the number of measures adopted (governed by 
the program participation rates) yields an estimate of annual gross savings. These savings must 
be adjusted to reflect two phenomena: 

Free Riders: Some customers who participate in a program ( i a ,  receive incentives 
for participation) would have installed the measures for which they received the 
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incentives even in the absence of the program. These customers are known as Tree 
riders" and the savings that result from their actions must be subtracted from gross 
savings. 

Spillover effect: Some customers are influenced to install measures forwhich 
program incentives are available, but do not take advantage of such incentives. This 
is known as the "spillover" effect. A combination of program advertising, changes in 
the product mix of retailers and trade allies as a result of programs, and wordof- 
mouth can lead to customers investing in energy efficiency without being prompted 
by program incentives. Savings associated with the spillover effect should be added 
to gross savings. 

The combined effect of free-ridership and spillover is reflected in what is called a "net-to- 
gross" ("NTG") ratio. a factor that is applied to an estimate of gross savings to derive the 
net level of savings that can be attributed to a program. Our analysis of program cost- 
effectiveness is based on net program savings estimated using NTG ratios included in 
the California Public Utilities Commission Energy Efficiency Policy Manual and the 
DEER database. These ratios are based on over a decade of evaluated program 
impacts and are the most consistent set of such data available. 

Once program data were compiled, each program was screened for cost-effectiveness using 
the Illinois version of the TRC test. Only those programs passing the TRC test at this stage were 
included in the final portfolio. 

As noted, the programs developed by DCEO also were screened using the TRC test by ICF. All 
programs not directed to low-income customers were required to pass this test before being 
included in the final portfolio. By statute, programs targeted at low-income customers were not 
required to be cost-effectve, and several such programs are included in the DCEO portfolio. 

The two portfolios were then combined. The scales of the proposed ComEd program elements 
were adjusted to accommodate the DCEO programs. Finally, portfobwide costs associated 
with portfolio planning and administration, evaluation, awareness building, and education and 
training not associated with a specific program were added. The entire porffolio was then 
screened for cost-effectiveness. 

Finally, we petformed a formal uncertainty analysis of the portfolio using Monte Carlo simulation 
that estimated uncertainty associated with portfolio savings as a function of uncertainty in 
estimated measure savings, NTG ratios and real i t ion rates. 

1.4.2. The Collaborative Process 
One important objective guiding the development of this Plan was to involve stakeholders early 
in the process and to brief them throughout wLh respect to the results of the analysis and 
proposed portfolio. The following workshops were held: 

August 2Bm'lnitial meeting with stakeholders to provide an overview for the proposed 
planning process and solicit stakeholder program ideas. 

September 13*: A panel of national energy efficiency expetts addressed a variety of 
question posed by stakeholders with regard to program design, implementation and 
evaluation. These national experts included the following - Henry Kurth (University of 
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ItIinois-Chicago Energy Resources Center), Marly Kushler (American Council for an 
Energy Effiient Economy), Joe Loper (Alliance to Save Energy), Maureen McNamara 
(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency), Mike Messenger (California Energy 
Commission), Rich Sedano (Regulatory Assistance Project). Deb Sundin (Xcel Energy) 
and Ed Wisniewski (Consortium for Energy Efficiency). 

October 16n: ComEd provided an overview of the initial portfolio and specific program 
elements, and solicited stakeholder feedback. This meeting involved not only the 
stakeholders with whom ComEd has worked on energy efficiency and environmental 
issues, but also a broader range of energy efficiency service providers and electricity 
marketers. 

In addition, ComEd arranged individual briefings with the following groups to provide an 
overview of the portfolio and to solicit feedback. . . 
. 
. 
0 . . 
0 . 

Building Operators and Managers Association - Chicago Chapter 

Center for Neighborhood Technology 

Citizens Utility Board 

City of Chicago 

Environment Illinois 

Environmental Law and Policy Center 

Illinois Commerce Commission Staff 

Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers 

Metropolitan Mayors Caucus 

Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance 

Natural Resources Defense Council 

A number of valuable suggestions were received from stakeholders and incorporated into the 
portfolio. In particular, as a result of comments received, ComEd: 

Added the collection of old room air conditioners to the appliance recycling program 
element; 

Boosted the estimated participation and funding for building retrocommissioning; 

0 Boosted estimated participation and funding for custom incentives; 

0 Shifted certain provisions of building energy consumption data from a fee-based service 
to a program element available for free to customers participating in the Business 
Solutions Program; and 

Reduced the estimated participation and budget for the residentiil lighting program 
element. 

Most important, based on suggestions from several stakeholders, ComEd has positioned its 
programs as broad solutions-based offerings rather than a number of discrete programs. We 
agree with stakeholders that it is important to design programs from the perspective of the 
customer and minimize the confusion that can be created by having too many discrete 

* 
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programs. ComEd‘s proposed approach is to offer two basic and broad programs - Residential 
Solutions and Business Solutions. Whin  each, customers will have a variety of energy 
management solution opportunities to choose from. Our objective is to design these programs 
around several portals, such as online energy audits, program websites, a single program ”8W^ 
number (one for residential and one for business) and a building energy benchmarkbrg service. 

ComEd is committed to continued engagement with our stakeholders to provide not only 
opportunities to review our progress, but also to contribute to the continued development and 
strengthening of the portfolio. Specifically, we see an ongoing collaborative process as serving 
four primary functions: 

Providing a forum in which ComEd and stakeholders could establish a set of agreed- 
upon metrics for measuring the performance of programs filed in this and successive 
plans. 

Providing a process for reviewing program performance against these metrics and 
making recommendations to modify or adjust program designs or implementation plans. 

Developing an evaluation protocol and assisting with the selection of an Evaluation, 
Measurement and Verification (“EM&V? contractor. 

Supporiing the review of program options for inclusion in the next three-year Plan. 

We propose the following structure to suppori these functions: 

A collaborative facilitated by an independent, third party organization or individual 
accepted by all parties. Participants in this collaborative would include ComEd, DCEO, 
the Attorney General, ICC Staff and representation from a variety of interests, including 
residential consumers, business consumers, environmental and energy advocacy 
organizations, trades and local government. 

An initial meeting of the collaborative in February 2008 to establish basic principles of 
operation. 

A series of meetings throughout the spring of 2008 to discuss performance metrics. 

Engagement of the collaborative in developing the request-for-proposals for independent 
evaluation services and in developing evaluation protocols. 

Setting a calendar of quarterly meetings at which program performance would be 
discussed. These quatterly meetings also would be used as the forum for discussion of 
program options for the next three-year Plan. 

At least one meeting at whch ComEd and DCEO present final program designs to the 
collaborative prior to June 1,2008. 

As necessary, establishment of working groups to pursue topics between quarterly 
meetings. 
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1.5. Overview of the Remainder of the Plan 
The remainder of this Pian includes the following sections: 

Section 2 describes the portfolio phibsophy underlying the Plan, including a description of 
key policy and corporate objectives to be served. 

Section 3 includes descriptions of the programs ComEd proposes to include in its portfolio. 
In addition, we present detailed templates for each of the program elements included within 
our Residential and Business Solutions programs. These templates contain overviews of 
proposed implementation. marketing, incentive and EM&V strategies, estimated savings and 
proposed general budgets. Budgets and savings goals should be recognized as preliminaty 
at this stage. Both will be refined as the program design process is completed and third 
party implementation contractors are hired. 

Section 4 includes an implementation roadmap, focusing on the series of steps ComEd 
plans to take to finalize program and portfolio design and move programs into the market. 
The section also describes ComEd's proposed approach to program management. 

Section 5 addresses CornEd's proposed approach to evaluation, measurement and 
verifiiation. including internal quality assurance and quality control ("QAMC? and 
verification, as well as our proposed approaches to evaluating program savings. It also 
presents our proposal for the Commission to "deem" certain measure savings and NTG ratio 
values. 

Section 6 includes ComEds proposal for cost recovery. ComEd's proposed cost recovery 
rider is included as Appendix F. 

Appendices A-E include a more detailed description of the analysis process (Appendb A) 
and documentation of key assumptions (Appendices RE). 
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2. Energy Efficiency and Demand Response 
Portfolio Framework 

ComEds portfolio is the product of a design process governed by explicit investment objectives 
and a perspective on portfolio risk. By its nature, a portfolio reflects a mix or balance of 
investments designed on the whole to yield a desired outcome wim acceptable risk. The desired 
outcome in this case is achieving statutory savings goals while simultaneously satisfying other 
important policy and strategic objectives. all within the statutory spending screens. 

ComEd has defined the following objectivesfor its portfolio: 

MaximWng the capture of cost-effective energy efficiency subject to spending screens. 
The following table recaps the specifc goals for the ComEd Plan covering the period 2008 - 
2010, and shows the projected levels of energy savings realhed through implementation of this 
Plan. We have designed the portfolio to achieve the savings goals for each year while staying 
within the spending screens. 

Table 9. Three-Year Estimated Incremental Goals  

188,729 393.691 584.077 

MW G d  (Demand Response) 11 7 11 1 10.0 

Spendng Screen Bqecbon (SM) $394 81 6 126.7 

Esbmated Chage to Recover socoo4 woo09 $0 W13 
Prqected Ccats wthn Spendng 
Screen (WWh) 

Creating value for customers through a range of options for customer energy management 
A central element of our commitment is to create new value for customers by expanding their 
access to energy management options and by building awareness of how those options can be 
used to manage their energy budgets and climate impacts. We recognize that real value lies in 
the ability to work with customers in a comprehensive way. We believe our portfolio is designed 
to quickly evolve away from a focus on single measure installations to one aimed at whole 
building solutions that include demand response optiins. 

Laying a solid foundation for energy effkiincy programs going forward ky investing in the pmgnm 
infrastructure needed to support comprehensive and integrated approaches to energy efficiency 
and demand response. 
Meeting our statutory goal requires implementation of program elements capable of delivering 
substantial savings quickly and cost-effectivsly. Thus, savings in early years of the portfoli 
inevitably rely on installation of lighting measures. However, the portfolio is designed to ramp 
down the share of savings coming from inexpensive lighting improvements and increase the 
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share of savings coming from more comprehensive and complex program elements. These 
elements, including residential air conditioning tune-ups, custom incentives for business, 
retrocommissioning, and residential and commercial new construction programs require longer 
rampup periods and, in the case of new construction programs, have longer project cycle 
times. Even though these programs contribute modest savings during the first porlfolio cycle, 
they are expected to yield substantial savings in later periods. 

Developing a diverse portfolio of programsthat minimizes portfolio rkk while offering numerous 
energy efficiency opportunities across all customer groups. 
Many first-stage portfolios incorporate very few program elements and focus almost exclusively 
on lighting and information programs. ComEd has designed a portfolio with a comprehensive 
set of residential and business selvices, as well as informational and awareness-building 
initiatives that will touch virtually every major end use and all market segments. More 
importantly, we have designed the program elements to evolve over time as we gain experience 
and our market develops the capacity to deliver program services. For example. we expect to 
add a variety of appliances to our initial residential lighting program element as we develop 
experience with retailer-based programs. Our Business Solutions program is designed to 
expand and refine its offerings to target more specific market segments over time. 

Laying the groundwork for demandside innovation in technology, practice and the integratbn of 
energy efficiency and demand response. 
We believe that simultaneously increasing customer value and meeting our goals over the long 
run requires constant innovation. We intend to prudently fund investment in innovative 
technologies and practices. Specifically, we will invest in technology commercialiiation and 
collaboration with other utilities and organizations designed to affect the manufacture of more 
efficient devices, particularly consumer electronics. We will explore the use of smart 
communications and appliances as the backbone for more integrated energy effdency and 
demand response offerings. In addition, we will use a number of program elements to help build 
the backbone for expanded demand response capability - for example, by using WAC 
technicians who are performing air condtioner tune-ups to simultaneously install load control 
switches or smart thermostats. 

Creating easy program entry points for our customen. 

We recognize that business and residential customen are overwhelmed with market messages 
and purchase decisions, which often crowd out consideration of valuable energy efficiency 
investments. Offering customers a maze of energy efficiency and demand response program 
options would only complicate our communication with them. Programs therefore should be 
designed to offer easy access to customer solutions. Although our programs have been 
analyzed and are presented in terms of individual program elements, we will go to market with 
two programs - Residential Solutions and Bvsiness Solutions, each of which is designed to 
guide customers to high value energy management opportunities. 

Building customer awareness of energy management options and the relationship b e h e n  energy 
use and environmental Impact 

Many of our stakeholders have emphasized the importance of a consistent and compelling 
awareness-building and educational campaign. The ultimate objective of such a campaign is to 
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transform the way customers think about and use energy, emphasizing the links between 
energy use, climate change and livability. The variety of solutions that we offer customers are 
designed to help them make the choices that are prompted by such a campaign. Other 
elements of this campaign will include training to strengthen the capacity of downstream 
efficiency product and service suppliers to successfully sell energy efficiency. and reinforcing 
current awareness-building efforts currently led by ENERGY STAR programs and DCEO. 

2.1. Managing Program and Portfolio Risk 
Proper planning also must explicitly address portfolio risk - the likelihood that the portfolio will 
fail to deliver on its objectives and, specifically, fail to meet the statutory energy reduction goals. 
The way in which risk is managed depends on three factors: (1) ComEd’s risk tolerance-in this 
case its tolerance for falling short of the 2008,2009 and 2010 energy savings goals: (2) the 
relative riskiness of the programs included in the portfolio; and (3) the portfolio design elements 
used to mitigate and balance individual program risk. 

Risk Tolerance. ComEd is firmly committed to meeting the statutory goak, and 
believes that it has designed a portfolio to achieve the goak in years 2008.2009 and 
2010. Our tolerance for the risk of not meeting the goals, therefore, is low. This implies a 
preference for a core set of programs with relatively standard and straighlfomard 
program designs. high historic NTG ratios and a track record of successful 
implementation in other jurisdictions. 

Program Risks. Close to 20 years of experience with energy conservation program 
design and implementation yields valuable information about the relative success of 
different types of programs. This experience shows that certain types of program 
daliivery, with certain types and levels of incentives, have relatively less variablty in 
performance. At the same time. these program types cannot easily be applied in all 
market segments. 

Risk Mitigation. The same experience that illustrates the relative risk of program types 
also suggests a range of methods for mitigating and managing these risks. For example, 
program implementers increasingly are being asked to assume a larger share of 
performance risk by tying payment to delivered savings. In other cases, where risks are 
closely associated with being able to influence a mass market, risk can be mitigated to 
some extent by moving the program focus upstream to retailers, distributors or 
manufacturers where greater control over performance can be exercised. 

There are four types of risk that must be accounted for: 

Performance risk. The risk that, due to design or implementation flaws, the program 
does not deliver expected savings. This risk is common to all program types. 

Technology risk. The risk that technologies targeted by a program fail to deliver the 
savings expected. This risk is concentrated in programs that target emerging 
technobgies, and in programs that focus on a single narrow technology. 

Market risk. The risk that customers choose not to participate in a program either 
because of a poor economic climate orthe availability of better investments. 

Evaluation risk. The risk that independent EMBV will, based on different assumptions, 
conclude that savings fall short of what the implementers have estimated. 
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Typically, the first three types of risk are dealt with using three tools: 

Selection of investments - selecting program that are simple, flexible and that have a 
history of delivering predictable results in other jurisdictions. 

Diversification -ensuring that the portfolio contains a mix of program types (e.g., 
different services, delivery mechanisms, providers, incentive types and levels) sufficient 
to avoid over-reliance on any one delivery approach, technology or market. 

Hedging - prudently planning to over-acquire energy reductions based on estimated 
likelihood of program under-performance for any reason. As experience is gained and 
results are booked, the amount of the hedge can be reduced such that ideally the final 
amounts acquired match the goals. 

Evaluation risk is of a fundamentally different nature. Whereas performance, technology and 
market risk can be re-assessed in real-time based on program experience, evaluation risk is a 
lagging risk. Given the lag times between booking an expected amount of savings and having 
that savings independently verifmd, it is often not possible to know if goals are met until well 
after the end of a planning period. More importantly, while performance risk is within the control 
of management, evaluation risk is not. This risk, and CornEd's proposals to mitigate it, is 
discussed in more detail in Section 5. 

2. I .  I .  
Risk is also influenced by time. In the case of market risk, for example, risk increases as the 
implementation horizon expands - the longer the horizon, the more the economy and markets 
can change from what is assumed during the initial program design stage. In other cases, 
technology risk tends to decline over time, as performance characteristics become better 
understood. Finally, programs will gain market traction at different rates, as some are capable of 
acquiring savings relatively quickly, while others require more market development. Program 
management efficiency is optimized when programs create a relatively smooth profile of savings 
over time. Therefore, it is important to balance the risks inherent in late-developing programs 
with programs that can deliver quick and sustainable efficiency gains. 

Each of these phenomena argue for a portfolio that is both balanced with respect to time and 
dynamic in that it can be easily modified if experience and market conditions suggest new 
opportunities or existing designs are not effective. The portfolio that we propose in this Plan 
should be viewed as CornEd's best effort at designing a set of programs that will satis@ the 
objectives outlined above. Early success reduces the risk that the goal will not be met and 
increases program design and management flexibility. The portfolio also includes a variety of 
resource acquisition and market preparation programs that have slower development rates 
Although these programs might carry relatively greater risk, they also embody substantial value 
with respect to the objectives outlined above. The risks themselves can be hedged by fast-star! 
programs and by the ability to rebalance the portfolio over time based on feedback from 
program evaluation. 

Managing Risk over Time 

2.2. Applying the Framework 
Table 10 lists the portfolio objectives and illustrates how these objectives translate into specific 
design parameters and program elements. The first column recaps the portfolio objectives 
described above, the second column describes how these objectives influence the general 
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structure of the portfolio, and the third eolumn explains how these portfolio design parameters 
shape specific program elements. 

Table 10. 
Portfolio Objectives, Design Parameters, and Design Elements 
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3. The ComEd Portfolio 

3.1. Introduction 
This section introduces the programs that ComEd proposes its initial energy efficiency and 
demand response portfolio, and describes the design philosophy and process that was used to 
select them. Consistent with best practice program design principles, ComEd has designed two 
broad solutions-based programs, each of which will have multiple program elements. Our 
objective is to offer customers a broad suite of options to meet their energy management needs, 
rather than forcing customers to sort through a variety of individual programs. Grouping program 
elements under these solutions-based umbrellas also enables CornEd to design sector-based 
branding, marketing and awareness building initiatives that encourage customers to take action 
to manage their energy service needs rather than trying to promote participation in a variety of 
individual programs. 

The program elements that comprise the two broad programs are built and evaluated based on 
logical groupings of measures as well as similarities in process approach. For example, the c81 
Prescriptive program element bundles all measures for which a simplified per-unit incentive 
structure is feasible, whereas the C&l Custom incentive program element provides calculated 
incentives for other cost-effective measures. It is likely that these elements will continue to 
evolve as experience is gained, with increased segmentation that enables targeting services at 
key market segments. For example, the Business Solutions program could evolve to include 
program elements targeting the health care sector or specific high-use industrial sectors. 

ComEd is committed to offering customer value, while achieving the statutory goals within the 
spending screens. This requires extremely efficient design, implementation and administration 
processes. Toward this end, ComEd applied several specfic design guidelines: 

Minimizing the number of program offerings to reduce the costs of program administration 
and the market confusion that can arise from too many program requirements. 

Minimizing program design complexity in the interests of speeding up time-to-market, 
reducing administrative costs, and encouraging participation. 

Retaining design flexibility to enable (a) program implementen to adjust specific designs 
as dictated by customer response and evaluation results and @) ComEd to rebalance the 
portfolio based on individual program performance and emerging oppoctunities. 

foundation for continued program scale-up and foster a transformation in customer energy 
management. A number of our proposed program elements incorporate market 
preparation activities, and we intend to hunch several portfolio-wide awareness building, 
education, and technology development initiatives. However, the need to quickly meet 
aggressive savings goals requires that funding for market conditioning activities be 
gradually ramped-up. 

Balancing the need to quickly acquire significant load reductions with the need to lay a 

This portfolio should be viewed as ComEd's statting point. It is anticipated that timely 
adjustments will be made in response to feedback from customers and trade allies, and based 
on the performance of individual programs as measured by CornEd's tracking system and 
information gleaned from the independent evaluations. 
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The following figures illustrate the changing composition ofthe portfolio over the first three-year 
implementation period. 

Figure 4.2008 CornEd Portfolio Composition 

Figure 5.2009 CornEd PoMolio Composition 
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Figure 6.2010 ComEd Portfolio Composition 

3.2. ComEd Portfolio Development 
Portfolio development was guided by the objectives outlined in Section 2, and by the specific 
requirements of the statute as they applied to approval of this Plan by the Commission. ComEd 
worked with DCEO to ensure that statutory requirements pertaining to the share of measures 
implemented by DCEO. and the share of funding allocated to programs for units of local 
government, school districts and community colleges and the funding for low-income programs, 
were met. 

ComEd reviewed a wide variety of programs being implemented by utilities and program 
administrators across the country. This review focused on identifying "best practice" offerings for 
early-stage portfolios where the program administrator lacked a substantial implementation 
infrastructure. In general, most such early-stage portfolios are comprised of certain common 
program elements, including residential lighting, non-residential prescriptive incentives, non- 
residential custom incentives, and residential appliance turn-in incentives. In addition, ComEd 
sought examples of programs more common in the second- and later-stage portfolios. These 
programs, while perhaps more complex and slower to ramp-up. will be needed as ComEd faces 
increasingly aggressive savings goals while simultaneously working to increase the value our 
portfolio d e l i i n  to customers It is this complexity and slower ramp-up time that requires 
ComEd to begin to implement the programs in this first cycle to ensure that they can produce 
significant value by the second cycle 

Our initial program set was reviewad by stakeholders who provided a number of suggestions 
that ultimately have been incorporated. For example. the residential appliance recycling 
program element was expanded to include the replacement of old window air c o d f i n e n  
based on stakeholder input. In addition, incentives for the purchase of effiient central air 
conditioners were added and the retrocommissioning program was expanded based on such 
input. 
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Each program element consists of measure bundles, where each measure corresponds to a 
specific energy-saving technology. After all individual measures were evaluated for cost- 
effectiveness, they were bundled into program types. Each program type is designed to 
accommodate measures based on one of two criteria: (1) Technology: and (2) Path-to-Market 

The residential lighting program element is an example of a Technology grouping, in that all of 
the measures contained in this program pertain to the lighting end use in households. An 
example of Path-to-Market bundling is the non-residential prescriptive incentive program 
element. This element provides per-unit incentives for lighting, motors, HVAC. and other 
equipment. Research shows that the primary path-to-market for measures of this type is the 
trade ally network -specifically. equipment vendors and dealers. 

Substantial program experience has shown that even these bundled offerings offen do not 
match the way consumers approach the market. Energy efficiency purchase decisions typically 
are made to “solve” specific consumer problems or satisfy specific needs such as reducing 
energy costs, improving productiiity or enhancing comfort and convenience. Consumers do not 
think in terms of participating in a CFL program or a prescriptive incentive program. Although we 
have assessed programs in terms of these bundles, they will be taken to market as elements of 
“solutions” in order to address this issue. In addition to providing a more customer-based 
delivery approach, these solution packages support a more integrated approach to program 
management, and offer the opportunity to encourage customers to take a more comprehensive 
view of energy management. 

3.3. DCEO Programs 
Section 12-103 requires the implementation of energy effiiency measures to be split between 
ComEd and DCEO, with the latter being responsible for implementing 25% of the measures. 
ComEd, Ameren and DCEO met early in the planning process and mutually agreed upon an 
appropriate segregation of markets and programs. DCEO agreed to develop programs that 
address the low-income sector. In conjunction with this effort, DCEO has been coordinating its 
efforts with the Department of Healthcare and Family Services. 

The statute also requires a minimum of 10% of energy efficiency measures to be procured from 
units of local government. school districts and community colleges, and DCEO is required to 
administer this component. Because the low-income section is s typically not as cost-effective 
as other sectors. and the statute does not require that the low-income programs be cost- 
effective. DCEO’s share of the kwh savings goal is slightly lower than 254, as shown in Table 
1. 

Finally, DCEOs portfolio will address certain market transformation and education activities as 
outlined in this section. The selection of these programs was logical in that DCEO has 
Statewide access to the agencies and organizations that typically implement low-income 
retrofm. This allows DCEO to implement homogeneous programs throughout the State. 

The municipal programs that DCEO will administer will mirror the non-residential programs that 
ComEd will offer. This is by design, and is intended to minimize confusion among customers 
and trade allies alike. The objectiive is to make the concurrent program offerings as seamless to 
the marketplace as possible. 

While DCEO will file their own plan that details their portfolio. a short description of each of their 
program is contained later in this document. 
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3.4. Proposed Programs 
This section presents the templates describing the proposed program elements under each of 
ComEd’s broad solutions programs. The designs, while based on best practice, are preliminary 
pending retention of implementation contractors and a final design and implementation planning 
process that will involve further stakeholder consultation. The data listed in each template reflect 
initial estimates of measure and program element savings and costs based on estimated 
participation rates, and program costs including incentives. In some cases, incentive levels were 
set based on examples from other utility programs. In many cases, the incentives per measure 
were set to yield a two-year simple payback for measures in the business sector and a one-year 
payback for residential measures. Participation rates were applied to estimates of eligible “units” 
that, depending on the nature of the program element, might be the number of households or, 
for example, the number of existing TI2 fluorescent fixtures in a specific commercial building 
sector. These baseline assumptions used best available data. We have reportad costs, 
participation and savings data as calculated in the ICF portfolio-screening model, although we 
are not attempting to predict actual program element performance to that level of detail. 

Table 11 summarizes ComEds proposed portfolio, including the program elements to be 
implemented by DCEO. 

Table 11. ComEd Portfolio Sumnary 
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3.4.1. Residential Solutions 
The Residential Solutions program offers a wide range of options for residential customer 
energy management. The program is intended to offer customers multiple opportunities to 
participate in the energy efficiency services offered by ComEd, while at the same time 
promoting comprehensive actions that can create the most value for customers. An important 
objective of this program is to use customer education, training, and technologyto buiM a 
foundation for what we believe is the eventual merger of energy efficiency and demand 
response. During the first implementation cycle, we expect that most program elements will be 
technobgy-based and focused on relatively simple customer actions. Coupled with a strong 
consumer awareness and education effort, our Objective is to transform initial technology- 
focused services into more comprehensive Whole home” solutions. 

One program element. the Nature First Expansion, is intended to satisfy the demand response 
requirements of Section 12-103(c). Although there are demand reductions associated wth the 
other elements, only the Nature First element is being counted for purposes of this Plan. 

A Note on Evaluation Strategy 
Each of the residential program elements is discussed in detail over the next several pages. 
Please note that the “Evaluation Strategy” section of each template outlines ComEds 
perspective on the type of evaluation typically required for a given type of program element. 
While the independent evaluator might use these strategies as guides, the evaluator ultimately 
will be responsible for developing evaluation plans for each program and program element 
consistent with evaluation protocols. It is unlikely that sufficient funds will be available to execute 
all elements of every strategy in each year. 
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